Dear customer,
Thanks for choosing LAMTTO C350 dash cam. A good dash cam is the rigid demand and
best investment to protect yourself and family. Read this quick start guide to know
more knowledge of a dash cam, make it easier to operate.

1. Insert High Speed Micro SD Card
Please insert brand class10, U3 or higher speed, up to 256GB micro sd card before
turning on the camera. SD card is not included in the package.

2. Always Connect to Power
Plug into the power using the car charger we provided and please make sure to keep
the camera plugged into the power all the time.

3. Format Memory Card
After plugging, the camera will turn on to record automatically, however, we suggest
you format the Micro SD Card on the camera before recording for the first time.

4. 24/7 Hours Parking Monitor
The dash cam have to install with hardwire kit if need 24 hours recording, hardwire kit is
not included. You can search ASIN: B0B11JSYCP to purchase it directly or contact
LAMTTO customer team if needed.
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A. Please make sure you used the branded U3 high speed micro sd card.
B. Please format the micro sd card to FAT32/exFAT on the computer, after insert into camera,
please have to format on dash cam again before recording.
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The GPS signal may not be received in out-of-service areas and storms or heavy rain day. Try
again on a sunny day at a location that is known to have a good GPS reception. It may take up
to 5 minutes until GPS reception is established.

The camera turns on/off by itself.

The camera turns on/off by itself.
A. Please take out the micro sd card to check if this happen again, if not, please change
another micro sd card for the camera.
B. Please make sure use the car charger come with the camera.
C. Take the dash cam back to home and use wall adapter to charger it more than 1 hour and
check if this happen again.
D. Please turn off the motion detection function while driving.
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Please set the time zone to your local time zone before using the camera.
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A.The WIFI function would not turn on once the camera on, please have to turn it on
manually.
B. The WIFI range is about 32.8ft, please do not go to far away from the camera when connect
the WIFI.
C. Please contact Lamtto tech support to ask for WIFI connection instruction if needed.
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Lamtto provides lifetime tech support and accessories replacement. You can ask for spare
parts if needed. Our email: lamttotech@yooomail.com

